~ News Flash ~
A.G.M. Date Altered for this year only!
Now to Be:    Wednesday 24th February 1999
              8:00pm Cardinia park hotel

*Next Outing*
Berwick V's Pakenham Whiting comp.
Sat 21st February {note one week earlier due to tides}
3:00pm weight in at Tooradin sports ground.

# Reports #
T.K. Marine Whiting challenge called off
due to Bad weather, This will now be held in
conjunction with the Berwick V's Pakenham
Comp. On Sunday the 21st February.

Decembers 2 outing saw 'Big Bad Jack'
win Both comps Well done Jack!

- S.G.A.C.A. Report -
The S.G.A.C.A. is holding a 2 day competition on March 13th-14th at
port Welshpool, fishing corner inlet, lines down 6:00 am Saturday,
weigh-in 3:30-4:00pm Sunday at the B.B.Q. shelter near the boat
ramp.
Eligible species: Flathead, snapper, salmon, whiting, Gummy shark,
Shark A.O.V., elephant fish, Leather Jackets, Scale fish A.O.V.
Ineligible species: Blue nose, Gurnard, parrot fish, Rock cod & Port Jackson shark. If you want any more info call Tony on 9799-1898

We still have not got many of the S.G.A.C.A. official weight forms back. We STILL need to record Rainbow Trout, Trout (Ladies), Trout (Juniors), Black fish, Estuary Perch, snapper, Sharks A.O.V.

If you get a good fish have it weighed on a proper set of scales (it must be gutted & gilled) recorded and witnessed

+Any one interested+

The Castlemaine Angling club is having a trip to Robe, South Australia from the 16th-17th of April. They still have 2 vacancies for this trip and want to know if any one from Berwick would be interested in filling these vacancies. Costs are $68- and $100- for a common kitty (take your own meat) There is 8 going from their club. They are taking 4 Boats, 2 for the lakes and two for outside fishing. Fishing Available are Surf, lake, and offshore fishing if you want any more info call Ian Fletcher on (54 733 255) Castlemaine club or Tony Matthews (9799 1898)

'Adam’s Bait’
tip’s
- Chicken fillet marinated in tuna oil (snapper etc.)
- Loin chop fat flaps (Mullet)

! Gropers Gossip!

who was it?
Who was it?... Billy?...the one who had left his rod on the Hastings pier yacking to a stranger heard a plop. Bye Bye to rod? No not Billy he get another rod and after 4 hook-ups brings the lost rod still with a fish hooked

What a mongrel!
Who was the mongrel who threw in the burley bag complete with Greg’s nice flathead only to watch the Flattie disappear. And Greg was going to enjoy those fillets!